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We give general bounds for the reduction numbers of ideals in arbitrary 
Noetherian rings and multiplicity-dependent bounds for m-primary ideals in a 
Noetherian local ring (R, m). In the case of polynomial rings over fields the bound 
is a non-elementary function with four levels of exponentiation; for primary ideals 
the bound is linear in the Samuel multiplicity of the ideal. Finally we extend these 
techniques to generic complete intersections of dimension one. © 1999 Academic 
Press 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a commutative ring and let I be an ideal. A reduction of I is 
an ideal J c I such that 
Ir+l = j~r, (1 )  
for some non-negative integer r. Introduced in [9], this notion has played 
an important role in the study of the so-called blowup algebras. It can be 
variously expressed by: (i) If R[It] and R[Jt] are the Rees algeb.ras of I 
and J then R[It] is finite over R[Jt]; (ii) the morphism Proj( R[ It ]) 
Proj(R[Jt]) is finite; or (iii) if J = ( f l  . . . .  , f~) then Proj( R[ It ]) = U D+(f~t) 
(if I contains nonzero divisors). It also means that each element a ~ I 
satisfies an equation 
an + atan- l+  "'" +an = 0, a iE J  i . (2) 
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It admits also valuation theoretic haracterizations [7, 14], and in the case 
of polynomial rings over fields with absolute values, it has function 
theoretic formulations [11]. 
Our focus will be on two aspects of these reductions. First, on the 
integers r that occur in the equations (1). For a given reduction J of I we 
denote by r ,( I )  the smallest integer r for which the equality F +1 = JF 
holds. It is called the reduction umber of I relative to J. Second, the set i 
of all elements of R that satisfy equations uch as (2), with a i ~ I i, form 
an ideal. [ is the component of degree 1 of the integer closure of R[It] in 
R[tI, R -~= EnaCt  n. 
The last fact highlights the rather unpleasant situation that in order to 
get hold of [, one must find ~ as well! Except in the case when I is 
generated by monomials of a ring of polynomials over a field--when [ is 
generated by the monomials defined by the corresponding integral convex 
hull--there is no general direct construction of i (see [3] for a discussion). 
Nevertheless, I itself is a reduction of [, 
J ¢== I ~ I ,  
and it is of interest to examine the numbers r , ( I )  and rl( i)  from the 
perspective of invariants of I. 
A first issue that arises has to do with the great number of reductions 
that an ideal may admit, and for which we introduce the following 
measure: 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let R be a Noetherian ring. The big reduction number 
of an ideal I is 
br ( I )  = sup{r, ( I ) I J  is a reduction of I}. 
Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring and let I be an ideal. Here the 
reductions of I can be ordered by inclusion with the minimal ones referred 
to as minimal reductions. 
DEFINITION 1.2. I.~t R be a Noetherian local ring. The reduction 
number of an ideal I is 
r ( I )  = inf{r, ( I)[ J is a minimal reduction of I}. 
In Section 2, we prove that br(I) is always finite. The proof makes use of 
the classical complexity bounds from Gr6bner basis theory [1, 6, 8], directly 
in the case of rings of polynomials, and indirectly in the case of abstract 
Noetherian rings. In the local case, which anchors the general argument, 
the bound is found in the arithmetic degree of an algebra attached to I. 
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In the case of an m-primary ideal I of a Cohen-Macaulay local ring 
(R,m), some bounds obtained by taking some generic minimal reductions 
are obtained using the theory of the so-called maximal Hilbert functions of 
[4], to be further developed in [10]. The bounds for r ( I )  are given by linear 
functions of the Samuel multiplicity e(I) of the ideal I. 
Finally, in Section 4 we extend some of the techniques of Section 3 to 
ideals of dimension 1. The bounds for r ( I )  are, however, highly dependent 
on the minimal reductions considered. 
2. BOUNDEDNESS OF REDUCTION NUMBERS 
I~t (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring and let I be an ideal. The special 
fiber of the Rees algebra R[It] is the ring 
o~'(I) = R[ I t ]  O R R /m.  
Its Krull dimension is called the analytic spread of I and is denoted f ( I ) .  
If R/m is an infinite field, minimal reductions of I arise from the 
standard Noether normalizations of the graded algebra o~r(I). The number 
of minimal generators of such reductions is f ( I ) .  Let 
A = k[z  1 . . . . .  z~]~9- ( I ) ,  
where f = d, be a Noether normalization with the z/s chosen in degree 1. 
Let, further, b 1 . . . . .  b s be a minimal set of homogeneous module genera- 
tors of ~r(I) over the algebra A 
,.~'-(I) = ~., Abq. 
l<q<s 
If J = (Yl . . . . .  Yd), where Yi is a lift in R of z i, by the Nakayama lemma it 
follows that J is a reduction of I and rj( I)  = sup{deg bq}. 
One of the techniques we use to study reduction numbers is the 
Cayley-Hamilton theorem of [12], which we recall. Let B be a standard 
graded algebra over a field k and let A = k[z 1 . . . . .  z d] ~ B be a Noethe- 
rian normalization i which the z i are homogeneous elements of degree 1. 
Next we remind ourselves of the notion of the arithmetic degree of an 
algebra. We consider only the case that will be relevant here, that of a 
graded algebra B. For each associated (homogeneous) prime ideal p of B, 
its local contribution (to the primary decomposition of the trivial ideal of 
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B) is the length multB(l)) of the Artinian B~-module 
H°(B, )  = U (°:=,~'~), 
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where deg(.) is the ordinary multiplicity function on modules over standard 
graded algebras. 
THEOREM 2.1 [12]. Every element f ~ B 1 satisfies a monic equation 
fa  + c l fa -1  + ...  +C a = O, C i ~ (Z 1 . . . .  , Zd) i, (3) 
where a < arith-deg(B). 
The issue is to use the algebras gr1(R) (in case I is m-primary) and 
~( I )  = gr1(R) ® (R /m)  (in general) in place of B. Thus in the first case, 
when applied to the elements of 1/12 the equations are actually of the 
form 
fa ~ (Z l , . . , ,  zd)G ' a <_ arith-deg(G). 
If characteristic R/m is zero, we can convert hese equations into reduc- 
tion equations 
i a = j .  i a- 1. 
This approach, when applied to the special fiber ~( I )  = G ® (R /m)  of 
an ideal of arbitrary dimension, gives our local bound. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let ( R, m) be a Noetherian local ring, let I be an 
ideal, and let J be one of its reductions. Then 
(a) I f  R /m has characteristic zero, 
r j ( I )  < arith-deg(9"(I)). 
(b) I f  R /m has characteristic p > O, 
r j ( I )  < (arith-deg(.%'(I)) - 1) • v( I ) .  
(c) I f  I is m-primary and R / I  contains a field, 
arith-deg(G) - 1, if char R/m is 0 
r ( I )  ___ ~ (arith-deg(G) - 1)v( I )  if char R/m is p > 0" 
n>l  
the 0th local cohomology of B~. The arithmetic degree of B is the integer 
arith-deg(B) = E mults( ~ )deg(B/)~), 
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(d) I f  R is quasi-unmixed, R /m has characteristic zero and I is a 
normal m-primary ideal 
r ( I )  < e( I )  - 1. 
Proof We may assume that the residue field of R is infinite; we can 
then replace J by a minimal reduction. Now recall that minimal reductions 
of I correspond to graded Noether normalizations of o~(I). All the 
assertions will now follow from [12] and the observations above. In case (d) 
note that the algebra G has the condition S 1 of Serre; therefore arith- 
deg(G) = deg(G) = e(I). | 
Proposition 2.2 shows that br(I) is finite for any ideal of a local ring. It 
is not clear how to use this to study the upper continuity of the br(I~) on 
spec (R). We are going to settle the case of a ring of polynomials over an 
arbitrary field. Because the approach to a bound for br(I) is very construc- 
tive, we use the theory of complexity of Gr6bner bases as developed in [1, 
6, 8]. 
Let R = k[x 1 . . . . .  xn] be a ring of polynomials over the field k, and let I 
be an ideal generated by the set of polynomials {fl . . . . .  fro}. We denote by 
d = d( I )  the maximal degree of the f~'s. Of course d(I )  will depend on the 
generating set. We make the following assumption: 
Condition C r For each field k there exists a numerical function 
f(n, d) such that for any term ordering < of the polynomial ring R = 
k[x l , . . . ,  x~] and any ideal I with a set of generators of degree at most 
d(I), the degree of a Gr6bner basis G< (I)  satisfies 
d(G< ( I ) )  < f (n ,d (  I ) ) .  (4) 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let f (n,  d) be a function satisfying Condition C r Then 
for any ideal I = ( f l, . . . , fm) of the polynomial ring R = k[ xp . . . , xn], 
br( I )  _< 
f (m, f (m + n + 1, d ( I )  + 1)) 
if k has characteristic zero 
m( f (m, f (m + n + 1, d ( I )  + 1)) - 1) 
otherwise. 
Proof Let J be a reduction of I. It is clear that we may assume that k 
is algebraically closed, as br(I) can only increase when we extend the base 
field. It will be enough to show that the bound described above holds at 
each localization at maximal ideals. 
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Consider first the defining ideal of the Rees algebra of I: 
R[T, . . . . .  rm] ~ R[ f l t , . . . , fmt  ], T i --*fi t. 
The kernel L of this homomorphism can be obtained as 
L =R[T,  . . . . .  Tm]N(T, - f l t , . . . , rm --fret). 
L is obtained by elimination of the variable t, which can be realized via a 
computation of the GrSbner basis of the ideal 
(T  1 - f l  t . . . . .  Z m --fro t)  ck [x1 , . . . ,Xn ,Z  1 . . . . .  Zm,t  ]. 
According to C 1, we have 
d(L) <f (m +n + 1, d ( I )  + 1). 
We select a set of generators of L of degree bounded by d(L). Let m 
be a maximal ideal of R. By the Nullstellensatz, m is generated by linear 
forms in the x i and therefore the special fiber of I at rn, 
St(I) = R[It] ® (R/m)  = k[T1, . . . ,Tm]/L(m),  
where L(m) is the evaluate of L at m and is therefore generated by 
elements of degree at most d(L). 
Consider now the image K of J in the component of degree 1 of 9~(I). 
We must show that K.o~(I) n = oqa(I),+l for n _> the asserted bounds for 
br(I). Since k is infinite, we can find a set of elements of K, {zl , . . . ,  zr}, 
where r is the analytic spread of I at the prime m, such that they span a 
Noether normalization of o~(I). Note that the construction of these 
elements only involves taking linear combinations of the images of the f/ 
with coefficients in k. This means that we can change coordinates without 
increasing the degrees of the generators of the ideal of relations that 
corresponds to L(m). In other words, we may assume that we have a 
Noether normalization (after relabeling) 
k[z  I . . . . .  Zr] ---- k [T  1 . . . . .  Tr] ~gr(.I) = k[T  1 . . . . .  r ,n]/L(m).  
At this point we can proceed as in Proposition 2.2, by bounding the 
reduction umber of the algebra in terms of its arithmetic degree--once 
we use [1] to bound it with degree data--or move more crudely but more 
directly as follows. 
Using Gr6bner bases computations, we can extract for each T,., i > r, 
a monic polynomial gi in L ~ k[T1,...,T~,T i] of degree at most 
f(m, d(L(m))). We may assume that they all have this bound for degree. 
Now note that gr, g~+l .. . .  ,gin is a regular sequence of forms in k[T 1, 
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.... Tin], so that the surjection of finite graded algebras over k[T1,..., Tr], 
k[T~,...,Tm]/(gr+ ~,...,gm) --->o~( I), 
allows us to bound the reduction of ~( I )  with respect o k[T 1 .. . . .  T r] by 
the reduction number of the complete intersection. This leads to the case 
of characteristic not zero. In characteristic zero we can proceed as in [12] 
and get the sharper bound. I 
Remark 2.1. Considering that the functions f(n, d) discussed in [1, 6, 8] 
are doubly exponential, the bound described above for br(I) will have 
four-levels of exponentiation! 
THEOREM 2.4. Let I be an ideal of the Noetherian ring R. Then br(I) is 
l nite. 
Proof First we pass from R to R(X), the localization of the ring of 
polynomials R[X] at the multiplicative set of all polynomials f (X)  whose 
coefficients generate the unit ideal of R; this ensures that all the residue 
fields of R(X) are infinite. Note that br(I) < br(IR(X)). 
To reduce the previous proofs it suffices to start from a presentation of
the Rees algebra of I: Let R[It] = R[T 1 .... , Tm]/L, and denote by d(L) 
the maximal degree in the T/ variables of a set of generators of L. Then 
surely 
br(I)  _< m(f (m,d(L ) )  - 1). 
I 
3. PRIMARY IDEALS 
Another basic technique to estimate r(I) from degree data depends on 
having a good handle on the Hilbert function of the special fiber of 
/(dim R = d > 0). Find a polynomial f(n) of degree d - 1 that bounds 
the Hilbert function of ~( I )  for all n and solve for 
v(I") <f (n)  < (n +d)  
- d " 
(5) 
According to the main result of [5] one has n > r(I). The function f(n) 
should be polynomial of degree d - 1 and preferably in binomial repre- 
sentation. 
Estimates for v(I n) that hold for all n are needed. One such result is 
provided in [4]. Another is a slight modification of the following assertion 
in [10]. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let (R, m)  be a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of dimension 
d > 0, and let I be an m-primary ideal. Then Vn >_ O, 
- d-1  d -2  " 
The adaptation of this result o our ends involves the following consider- 
ations. Let (R, m) be a local ring of dimension d > 0, and let I be an 
m-primary ideal. One can extend the notion of special fiber to include the 
following cases: Let I c N c m and consider the algebras G -- grl(R) and 
G( I; N)  = G ® R/N .  
The Hilbert polynomial of G(I; N)  can be compared to G's and the 
inequality eo(I) > f0(I; N) will hold, where f0(I; N) denotes the multiplic- 
ity of G(I; N). One of our purposes i  to make comparisons between these 
multiplicities. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (R, m) be a quasi-unmixed local ring of dimension 
d > 0 and let I c N be m-primary ideals. I f  eo(I) = f0(I; N)  then I is a 
reduction of N. 
Proof. A first point we would like to clarify is the meaning of the 
equality eo(I) = f0(I; N). The exact sequence of G-modules 
0 --* NG --* G --* G( I ;  N)  -~ O, 
and the additivity of Hilbert polynomials imply that if eo( I )= f0(I; N) 
then the Hilbert polynomial of NG has degree less than d = dim R. This 
means that the annihilator 
H = O:oNG 
is an ideal of dimension less than d. Since G is equidimensional this 
implies that height (H) > 0. Lifting H to L in the Rees algebra ~ = R[It] 
of I we have that the quotient ideal 
L = N~q~:~I3 
has height at least 2. We shall write this relation as 
L" N92 c I5~. (6) 
We first consider the case in which R is an integral domain. Let B be 
the integral closure of .~ and 
B = S O + Sat + 82 t2 + "", 
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where B n is the integral closure of I n in the ring B 0 = R', the integral 
closure of R. We note that I n= B n n R. 
From the equality (6), we have LB.  NB c lB. We make two observa- 
tions about this relationship. First, by the going-up theorem, LB is an ideal 
of height at least 2. Second, we have that 
I tS= ~ ItBnt n c ~_, Bnt n = Q. 
n>O n~l  
Note that Q is a prime ideal of height 1. We rewrite (6) as LB.  Nt  c Q, 
where Nt are elements of the field of fractions of B which are conducted 
into the prime ideal Q by another ideal of height at least 2. Since B is 
integrally closed, we have Nt c Q. In particular, N c [, as desired. 
The extension from the domain case to the general case is straightfor- 
ward. | 
THEOREM 3.3. Let ( R, m) be a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of  dimension 
d > 0 and let I be an m-primary ideal. 
(a) For all n > 0 
d-  1 + d - 2 " (7) 
(b) I f  m is not the integral closure o f  I, then for all n > 0 
d-1  + l (R / I )  d -2  . (S) 
The first formula is in [4], while the second arises from a straightforward 
combination of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 
COROLLARY 3.4. 
(a) In case (7) 
Let (R, m) and I be as above. Then 
r ( I )  < d.e( I )  - 2d + 1. 
(b) In case (8) r( I )  is bounded by positive integers n satisfying 
n 2 - ( (e ( I )  - 3)d + 1)n - ( l (R / I )  - 1)d(d  - 1) > O. 
Proof. In the case of (8), applying (5), it suffices to meet the require- 
ment 
(e ( I )  - 1) d - 1 + l (R / I )  d - 2 d " 
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The binomials make it easy to estimate n, and the inequality is equivalent 
to the quadratic condition 
n z - ( (e ( I )  - 3)d + 1)n - ( I (R / I )  - 1)d(d - 1) > 0. 
! 
4. REDUCTION NUMBERS OF IDEALS OF DIMENSION ONE 
The methods above involving the Hilbert function of ~( I )  do not seem 
to work as well for ideals which are not m-primary. We consider a 
modified approach in the case of an ideal I of dimension 1 which is 
generically a complete intersection. It will be based on the following 
simple observation. 
PROPOStTION 4.1. Let ( R, In) be a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of dimen- 
sion 1 and let M be a finitely generated R-module. Then v(M) < I(H°(M)) 
+ deg(M). 
The point is that both summands of the right-hand side may be easier to 
estimate than v(I) itself. Let (R, m) be a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of 
dimension > 1, with infinite residue field, and let I be a Cohen-Macaulay 
ideal of dimension 1. We suppose that I is generically a complete intersec- 
tion. Let J be one of its minimal reductions and assume J is not a 
complete intersection (in which case I = J). J is then generated by d 
elements, J = (a l , . . .  , aa), which we may assume form a d-sequence. We 
refer to [•3, Chap. 3] for details and additional references on d-sequences 
and how they apply to this case. One of the properties of J is that the first 
d - 1 elements a a . . . . .  aa- 1 form a regular sequence and will generate I 
at each of the associated primes of I. 
Set Jo = (al , . . . ,  aa-1). The method of [4], in a formally similar situa- 
tion, consists in estimating the number of generators of I"/ J~ in terms of 
multiplicity data of R/ J  o and making use of the main result of [5] to bound 
the reduction umber of L Let us see how this works out. 
Consider the exact sequence of modules of dimension 1 (Jo is generated 
by a regular sequence) 
o --, I " / Jg  --, R / Jg  ~ R/ I "  ~ O. 
Since In/J~ is a Cohen-Macaulay module, its number of generators is 
bounded by its multiplicity deg(I"/ J~)= deg(R/ J~) -  deg(R/In). This 
leads to 
v( I") <_ v( Jg) + deg( R/ Jg) -deg(R / I  n) 
= ( n + d - 2 ) + (deg( R/Jo) - deg( R / I )  )( n + d - 2 ) 
d -2  d -1  " 
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Now, according to (5), to find a minimal reduction J with r j ( I )  < n - 1, it 
suffices to choose n such that v(I  n) < (n~a). Setting deg(R/ J  o) - 
deg(R/ I )  = c, it will be enough to have 
c(n+" 2)+(n+" X .2  
which is equivalent to 
n d -1  n+d 
+ < - -  
n+d-1  n+d-1  d 
an inequality that will hold for n = d.  c - 2d + 2. 
Let us make an analysis of the number c = deg(R/ J  o) - deg(R/ / )  = 
deg(I/Jo). It apparently shows the dependence of the reduction number 
on the choice of J and of J0- We note that J0 = I n (J0:l), since J0 and I 
have the same primary components at the associated primes of I. This 
leads to the equality of multiplicities deg(1/J o) = deg(R/(J : I )) .  
THEOREM 4.2. Let R be a Gorenstein local ring of dimension 3 and let I 
be a perfect ideal of dimension 1 that is generically a complete intersection. Let 
J = (f ,  g, h) be a minimal reduction of I and denote by Z 1 the module of 
syzygies of these lements. Set a = I(R/c(Z1)) and b = l(Ext~(Z 1, R)), where 
c(Z 1)/s the Fitting ideal generated by the coefficients of the elements of Z 1 as 
a submodule of R 3. Then r1( I ) / s  boudnedby the largerofthe roots of 
n 2+3(1-a -b)n+3(a -b)  +2=0.  
Proof. This approach uses the data on the reduction J in order to 
obtain information on possibly another reduction. For that consider the 
exact sequence 
0 ~In / jn  ~R/ Jn  ----~R/I n ~ O. 
The module In / J  n vanishes at each minimal prime of I (which are the 
same as those of J )  so has finite length. It follows that 
u(In) < v( Jn)  + l ( In, / jn)  < v( Jn)  - l (Ht° (R / Jn ) ) .  
The first summand is Cn + d 1 )o - d - 1 Let us indicate how to estimate the other 
in the case of an ideal of a ring of dimension 3. Let J = (f ,  g, h) and let 
O __) Z2 ® Bn_2 ...~ Z 1 ® Bn_  1 ._. B n ._.~ jn  . .o0  
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be the degree n component of the .~-complex of J (see [13, Chap. 3]). 
Here Z 1 and Z 2 are the modules of cycles of the Koszul complex 
K(a, b, c) and B n = Sym,(R3); this complex is acyclic. Break it into two 
short exact sequences, 
<9,1 
0 ---)Z 2 ®B,_ 2 ---> --->Z 1®Bn_ 1 ->L, ---> O, 
0 ->L, ---)B, -->J" --) O. 
We have that 
I (H.~(R/J ' ))  = l (Ext~( J ' ,  R)) = l(ExtiR(L,, R)), 
where we assume that R is a Gorenstein ring. We also have the exact 
sequence 
coker(q~t) __> Ext~(L , ,R )  ---> Ext , (Z ,  ® Bn,R ) --> 0, 
from which we get 
, ( ,O(R / j , ) )  _< I(Ext(Z1,R))( n +2 1) + ,(coker(~p~)>. 
A calculation in the .~-complex will show that 
coker(~p t)  = R/c(Z1) 09 Bt,_2, 
where c(Z1) is the Fitting ideal generated by the entries of all the 
elements of Z a. Putting all these rough estimates together we have 
v( In )< (n+2)  (n )+ b(n+ 1) 
- 2 +a2 2 ' 
where a = l(R/c(Z1)) and b = l(Ext~(Z1, R)). To make use of (5) it 
suffices to have 
(n+33)>(2n+2)  +a(n)+2 b(n+l )  '2  
from which the assertion follows. | 
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